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A Falsificationist Treatment of Auxiliary Hypotheses in Social and Behavioral Sciences: 

Systematic Replications Framework 

 

Abstract 

 Auxiliary hypotheses (AHs) are indispensable in hypothesis-testing, because without 

them specification of testable predictions and consequently falsification is impossible. 

However, as AHs enter the test along with the main hypothesis, non-corroborative findings 

are ambiguous. Due to this ambiguity, AHs may also be employed to deflect falsification by 

providing “alternative explanations” of findings. This problem is not fatal to the extent that 

AHs are independently validated and thereby safely relegated to unproblematic background 

knowledge. But this is not always possible, especially in the so-called “softer” sciences where 

often theories are loosely organized, measurements are noisy and constructs are vague. The 

Systematic Replications Framework (SRF) we propose provides a methodological solution by 

disentangling the implications of the findings for the main hypothesis and the AHs through 

pre-planned series of logically interlinked close and conceptual replications. In this way, SRF 

provides an objective assessment of whether the corroboration of a hypothesis is conditional 

on particular AHs. SRF endorses a falsificationist, severe testing approach that facilitates 

testing alternative explanations associated with different AHs. It has several theoretical and 

practical advantages over previous randomization-based systematic replication proposals, 

which generally assume a philosophically problematic neo-operationalist approach and 

misleadingly prescribe exploration-oriented strategies in confirmatory contexts.  
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Introduction 

 At least some of the problems that social and behavioral sciences tackle have far-

reaching and serious implications in the real world. Among them one could list very diverse 

questions, such as “Is exposure to media violence related to aggressive behavior and how?”, 

“Do the differences in intelligence test scores represent a true difference in cognitive abilities 

between various ethnic groups?”, “Does willpower draw on a finite supply of resources that 

can dry up?”, “What are the main dimensions through which we form our impressions about 

other human beings?”, “Are emotions distinct entities demonstrating natural-kind-like 

properties (e.g. having clear neurological and physiological markers)?” Apart from all being 

socially very pertinent, substantial numbers of studies investigated each of these questions. 

However, the similarities do not end here. Curiously enough, even after so much resource has 

been invested in the empirical investigation of these almost-too-relevant problems, nothing 

much is accomplished in terms of arriving at clear, definitive answers (see Barrett et al., 

2019; Ellemers et al., 2020; Hilgard, Engelhardt, & Rouder, 2017; Lin et al., 2020; Wicherts, 

Borsboom, & Dolan, 2010). If we take the first in the list as an example, we began the inquiry 

with three logical possibilities regarding how media violence can influence aggression, 

namely: 1) it increases aggression, 2) it decreases aggression, 3) it does not affect aggression. 

After decades of investigation, endless discussions, and what seems to be a yearly updated 

series of conflicting meta-analyses, one can argue that we are not far from where we started 

(Hilgard, Engelhardt, & Rouder, 2017). 

Resolving theoretical disputes is an important means to scientific progress because 

when a given scientific field lacks consensus regarding established evidence and how exactly 

it supports or contradicts competing theoretical claims, the scientific community cannot 

appraise whether there is scientific progress or merely a misleading semblance of it. That is to 

say, it cannot be in a position to judge whether a theory constitutes scientific progress in the 

sense that it accounts for phenomena better than alternative or previous theories and can lead 
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to the discovery of new facts, or is degenerating in the sense that it focuses on explaining 

away counterevidence by finding faults in replications (Lakatos, 1978). Observing this state, 

Lakatos maintained decades ago that most theorizing in social sciences risks making merely 

pseudo-scientific progress (1978, p. 88-9, n. 3-4). What further solidifies this problem is that 

most "hypothesis-tests" do not test any theory and those that do so subject the theory to 

radically few number of tests (see e.g., McPhetres et. al., 2020). This situation has actually 

been going on for a considerably long time, which renders an old observation of Meehl still 

relevant; namely, that theoretical claims often do not die normal deaths at the hands of 

empirical evidence but are discontinued due to a sheer loss of interest (1978).  

This is a depressing state for any scientific discipline to be in, as the aim of science is 

not to accumulate observations for its own sake but to explain how the universe works or to 

make reliable predictions about its future states (Lakatos, 1978). Besides, the scientific 

enterprise differs from other types of nomothetic inquiry (e.g., mythological, philosophical) 

in that it puts its postulations to empirical tests in the hope of eventually selecting theories 

with higher verisimilitude (Popper, 2002a). Research programs or disciplines which fail in 

these tasks of providing valid explanations and accurate predictions or weeding out the bad 

seeds would have a hard time maintaining their scientific credibility in the long run. 

Tellingly, it has even been argued in a widely discussed recent paper that much of the 

psychology should forgo its claims on being a quantitative enterprise and most of the 

academic psychologists would do better if they pursue alternative careers anyway (Yarkoni, 

2020).  

Any entity that experiences such a crisis of (self-)confidence has every right to 

question its core assumptions. Given the seriousness of the problems, there might indeed be 

great value in reflecting on the age-old problems of established norms of scientific inquiry. It 

is always possible that traditional approaches become obsolete in the face of some novel or 
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not-previously-thought-of problems. However, the outcome of such an undertaking would not 

necessarily dictate abandoning the prevailing norm. Upon closer inspection, one may 

discover that the “novel” problem is not that novel or sometimes relatively small amendments 

to the established norm are just what it takes to address the “novel” problems. 

 Here, we investigate how the current undesirable state is related to the problem of 

empirical underdetermination and its disproportionately detrimental effects in the social and 

behavioral sciences. We then discuss how close and conceptual replications can be employed 

to mitigate different aspects of underdetermination, and why they might even aggravate the 

problem when conducted in isolation. The Systematic Replications Framework we propose 

involves conducting logically connected series of close and conceptual replications and will 

provide a way to increase the informativity of (non)corroborative results and thereby 

effectively reduce the ambiguity of falsification. 

The prescriptive norm: Falsificationism 

Falsificationism is widely regarded by the scientific community as the methodological 

norm in testing the comparative merits of theoretical claims (Dienes, 2008; Hull, 1999; LeBel 

et al., 2017; Tarantola, 2006). Its most paradigmatic form, Popperian methodological 

falsificationism builds on a critique of induction. Firstly, there is no strictly valid logical 

procedure for inferring universal statements (such as theories and theoretical hypotheses) 

from singular statements describing observations. To use a textbook example, no finite 

number of observations of white swans logically warrant us to conclude the truth of the 

statement "all swans are white," since there can always be a hitherto unobserved non-white 

swan. Since confirmations are ubiquitous and trivial to obtain, they are "valueless and 

uninteresting" (Popper, 1974, p. 991). Popper similarly argued against probabilistic 

induction; namely, we cannot validly infer the probability of hypotheses from the probability 
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of events (see especially Popper 2002b, p. 252-267). Thus, observation statements can neither 

prove, nor inductively confirm theories (see also Lakatos, 1978, p. 11).  

 The falsificationist thesis thus regards the strategy of proving or justifying scientific 

theories by facts as a dead-end and directs our attention instead to the possibility of refuting 

or disconfirming them. In essence, the falsificationist strategy consists in deriving empirical 

predictions (P) from a theory (T) and to search for those instances that would contradict these 

predictions and thereby refute the theory from which they are derived via the valid modus 

tollens inference: (T → P, ~P) → ~T. While acquiring supportive evidence is trivial and even 

a huge number of observations do not give us sufficient reason to accept a theory, a single 

counter-evidence (e.g., observing a black swan) is potentially enough to reject it. 

Duhem-Quine Thesis and the ambiguity of falsification 

However, this straightforward falsificationist strategy is complicated by the fact that 

theories by themselves do not logically imply any testable predictions. As the Duhem-Quine 

Thesis (DQT from now on) famously propounds, scientific theories or hypotheses have 

empirical consequences only in conjunction with other hypotheses or background 

assumptions. These auxiliary hypotheses range from ceteris paribus clauses (i.e., all other 

things being equal) to various assumptions regarding the research design and the instruments 

being used, the accuracy of the measurements, the validity of the operationalizations of the 

theoretical terms linked in the main hypothesis, the implications of previous theories and so 

on. Consequently, it is impossible to test a theoretical hypothesis in isolation. In other words, 

the antecedent clause in the first premise of the modus tollens is not a theory (T) but actually 

a bundle consisting of the theory and various auxiliary hypotheses (T, AH1, …, AHn). For this 

reason, falsification is necessarily ambiguous. That is, it cannot be ascertained from a single 

test if the hypothesis under test or one or more of the auxiliary hypotheses should bear the 
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burden of falsification (see Duhem, 1954, p. 187; also Strevens, 2001, p. 516).1 Likewise, 

Lakatos maintained that absolute falsification is impossible, because in the face of a failed 

prediction, the target of the modus tollens can always be shifted towards the auxiliary 

hypotheses and away from the theory (1978, p. 18-19; see also Popper, 2002b, p. 20).   

In the context of single hypothesis testing, we have at the minimum two such 

auxiliary hypotheses, because the simplest falsifiable scientific proposition hypothesizes a 

certain relation (e.g., causal or correlational) between two terms (say, X→Y). More precisely, 

we need a hypothesis (say, AHpre) that links the theoretical predictor, Xt (e.g., 'intelligence'), 

to the observable predictor, Xo (e.g. 'academic aptitude, measured through SAT scores'), and 

another hypothesis (say, AHout) that links the theoretical outcome, Yt (e.g., 'social class') to the 

observational outcome, Yo (e.g., 'control over means of production, measured through 

occupation'). 

When we reformulate the modus tollens of falsification accordingly, our antecedent 

clause in the first premise becomes a bundle containing at least three elements (T, AHpre, 

AHout). If the test results are in disagreement with our prediction, then the conclusion of the 

modus tollens inference would be a negation of the whole bundle. Thus, the ambiguity of 

falsification as implied by the DQT can be expressed minimally as such: ~TH or ~AHpre or 

~AHout (see Figure 1). In this regard, to every isolated empirical test we pose at least three 

largely independent questions such as, (i) "does intelligence predict social class?", (ii) "do 

SAT scores measure intelligence?", and (iii) "does occupation capture social class?", to all of 

which we receive a single answer. Moreover, while the AHpre and AHout can be treated as 

unitary hypotheses for simplicity, they actually consist in two sets of various assumptions (for 

 
1 The implied ambiguity of falsification is often referred to as Duhem's "problem." Empirical 
underdetermination of theories also has serious implications for the issue of theory choice, since the same 
body of evidence can support alternative, possibly inconsistent, theories equally (the problem is further 
aggravated when we also introduce unconceived alternatives). This paper addresses empirical 
underdetermination only as it bears on falsification.  
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instance, the AHpre set comprises ‘academic aptitude reflects intelligence’, ‘SAT scores have 

adequate reliability’, ‘test familiarity is not an issue’ etc.). Different assumptions that 

constitute an AH set may become individually highly relevant in designing and interpreting 

empirical tests and replication studies. Thus, when speaking of the falsity or invalidity of an 

AH set, we also have to take into account that some of its constituent assumptions may still be 

true or valid.   

Fig. 1 The ambiguity associated with testing a bundle consisting of TH & AHs  

 

Popper was aware of the necessity of auxiliary assumptions or hypotheses and the 

difficulties they present whenever we try to falsify a theoretical claim. However, Popper 

relegates AHs to unproblematic background assumptions, which the scientist needs to 

demarcate from the theory under test by taking certain methodological decisions (see e.g., 

Popper, 2002b, sections 19-20; Lakatos, 1978, p. 23-28; Churchland, 1975). While Popperian 

methodological falsificationism does not deny the role of AHs in deriving empirical 

predictions from theories, it suggests that we set up our investigation so that there would be 

little reason to regard them as part of the empirical test situation (for instance, the measures 

might be well validated in other independent studies, so even when they are in the test 

bundle, they can be considered as not contributing to underdetermination). Then we can be in 
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a position to regard the empirical test as a fight exclusively between a theoretical claim and 

evidence. Accordingly, methodological falsificationism condemns the allocation of blame to 

AHs after a failed test as an inadmissible ad hoc maneuver.  

Also in the social and behavioral sciences, depending on the state of particular 

literature or the nature of the construct, it may be the case that some AHs or their particular 

constituent assumptions are preferable to their alternatives on independently established 

theoretical grounds, in reference to widely endorsed disciplinary norms or for directly 

observational reasons. For instance, in a subsequent replication of the "elderly-slow" priming 

effect (Doyen et al., 2012), the outcome variable (walking speed as leaving the lab) was 

measured via sensors instead of handheld stopwatches that were used in the original study 

(Bargh, Chen, & Burrows, 1996). Clearly, it is possible to infer on theoretical and empirical 

grounds that sensors offer higher precision as a measurement instrument than handheld 

stopwatches. Therefore, the particular component of the AHout concerning the novel method 

of measurement (i.e., the accuracy of laser sensors) can be more easily regarded as an 

“unproblematic background assumption.” 

Not-so-unproblematic background assumptions   

However, the demarcation task Popper assigns to the researcher is often not as easy. 

For example, it might be the case that the suspect AHs are not of the sort that can be 

independently corroborated (cf. Rowbottom, 2010) or embedded in some well-established 

theory or widely accepted theory of measurement (See e.g. Muthukrishna & Henrich, 2019). 

The problem is further complicated when an AH receives blame not merely to save a theory 

from refutation by an ad hoc maneuver, but rightly so. For instance, when a contaminated 

tube, a malfunctioning instrument, or a misrepresentation of the initial conditions prevents the 

predicted effect from being realized.   
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In the social and behavioral sciences, relegating AHs to unproblematic background 

assumptions is particularly difficult, and consequently the implications of the DQT are 

particularly relevant and crucial (Meehl, 1978; 1990). For several reasons we need to 

presume that AHs nearly always enter the test along with the main theoretical hypothesis 

(Meehl, 1990). Firstly, in the social and behavioral sciences the theories are so loosely 

organized that they do not say much about how the measurements should be (Folger, 1989; 

Meehl, 1978). Secondly, AHs are seldom independently testable (Meehl, 1978) and, 

consequently, usually no particular operationalization qualitatively stands out. Besides, in 

these disciplines, theoretical terms are often necessarily vague (Qizilbash, 2003), and 

researchers have a lesser degree of control on the environment of inquiry, so hypothesized 

relationships can be expected to be spatiotemporally less reliable (Leonelli, 2018). Moreover, 

in the absence of a strong theory of measurement that is informed by the dominant paradigm 

of the given scientific discipline (Muthukrishna & Henrich, 2019), the selection of AHs is 

usually guided by the assumptions of the very theory that is put into test. Consequently, each 

contending approach develops its own measurement devices regarding the same 

phenomenon, heeding to their own theoretical postulations. Attesting to the threat this 

situation poses for the validity of scientific inferences, it has recently been shown that the 

differences in research teams’ preferences of basic design elements drastically influence the 

effects observed for the same theoretical hypotheses (Landy et al., 2020). 

The problem of underdetermination as regards replication studies 

It can be argued that one of the main functions of replication studies has always been 

tackling various aspects of the problem of underdetermination. While close replications test 

for the validity of auxiliary assumptions such as the reliability of the instruments or that the 

original finding is not a statistical fluke, conceptual replications test for the validity of other 

auxiliaries such as the ones that pertain to the particular operationalizations of variables of 
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interest. This is arguably one of the main reasons why the scientific community came to 

regard replications as the "cornerstone of science" (Moonesinghe et al., 2007; Simons, 2014) 

or the "gold standard" (Bonett, 2012). 

 However, the results of single replication studies are similarly ambiguous, because 

they too rely on isolated tests to rule out at least three independent hypotheses (i.e., those 

associated with the AHpre, the AHout, and the TH) at once, and there is no way to reach a 

definitive answer as to which of the three was corroborated or disconfirmed by the 

observation. As it is widely supposed, falsifiability goes hand in hand with replicability (Earp 

and Trafimow 2015; also Popper, 2002b, p. 22). But if replications also at best only diagnose 

the truth value of the TH & AHs bundle without indicating whether the TH itself or any 

number of AHs are chiefly responsible for the observed results, in the long run they might 

just aggravate the ambiguity.  

Although not necessarily addressing the implications of the DQT, similar arguments 

have already been voiced with respect to close and conceptual replications. For instance, 

conceptual replications, and particularly the ones that yield non-corroborative results, are 

purported to be relatively uninformative and susceptible to be easily brushed aside by the 

original author (Nosek, Spies, and Motyl 2012; Pashler and Harris 2012), since it is not clear 

if the differences between the original study and replications indicate a problem with the TH 

or the AHs in the replication study. Due to the problem of underdetermination, unsuccessful 

close replications also cannot provide the scientific community with definitive answers, as 

the discussions about hidden moderators, sampling characteristics and sundry other 

differences between the original and replication studies following failed close replications 

illustrate (see Stroebe 2019 for a summary). The problem of underdetermination is not 

dissolved when close replication attempts are successful either, since the observed effect 

might be an artefact of particular operationalizations of the predictors and outcomes, and 
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hence close replications cannot be regarded as the ultimate test of a hypothesis (Shadish, 

Cook, & Campbell, 2002; Stroebe and Strack 2014). Still others have argued against the very 

association between replicability and the truth (or verisimilitude) of theoretical claims, 

maintaining that studies with false results might be highly replicable (e.g., Devezer, Navarro, 

Vandekerckhove, & Buzbaş, 2020; Hacking, 1992; Shadish et al., 2002). Thus, to ground the 

link between replicability and falsification or corroboration of scientific hypotheses in a more 

satisfying manner, we need to garner the advantages of both close and conceptual replications 

while controlling for their respective weaknesses. 

 To this aim, it can indeed be possible to dissociate the main TH and the AHs to a 

certain extent by organizing replications into a pre-planned series whose parts are designed so 

as to systematically vary the AHs associated with predictor and outcome variables. Popper in 

fact hints at a possible solution, in a rather different context and in passing, but does not 

develop his germinal idea further into an effectively realizable methodological procedure 

(1960, p. 132, fn. 2): 

Duhem is right when he says that we can test only huge and complex theoretical systems rather than isolated 

hypotheses; but if we test two such systems which differ in one hypothesis only, and if we can design 

experiments which refute the first system while leaving the second very well corroborated, then we may be 

on reasonably safe ground if we attribute the failure of the first system to that hypothesis in which it differs 

from the other.  

The hypothesis testing and replication framework we propose (Systematic Replication 

Framework or SRF) offers such a methodological procedure that significantly reduces the 

ambiguity of falsification stemming from the problem of underdetermination. Although 

empirical underdetermination may never be eliminated, it can thereby be reduced to a 

sufficient degree that the scientific community can rationally converge on a verdict of 

falsification or high corroboration, and can demarcate theoretically justified post hoc 

revisions from ad hoc maneuvers with substantially increased safety. 
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Systematic Replications Framework 

SRF consists of a systematically organized series of replications that function 

collectively as a single research line. The basic idea is to bring close and conceptual 

replications together in order to weight the effects of the AHpre and AHout sets on the findings. 

SRF starts with a close replication, which is followed by a series of conceptual replications in 

which the operationalization of one theoretical variable at a time is varied while keeping that 

of the other constant and then repeats the procedure for the other leg.  

 SRF starts with a close replication of an original finding. The previous arguments 

supporting the necessity of performing close replications (see Schmidt, 2009; Simons, 2014) 

are to the purpose here, as they are also relevant for underdetermination-related problems. To 

explicate, it is impossible to assess the corroboration of a TH without first a) attaining 

consistent results that support the reliability of particular operationalizations (and thus the 

reliability of AHs) and b) ruling out sampling or context-related AHs—elements which are 

situated at the intersection of AHpre and AHout sets (see Figure 2). For example, if the results 

of a close replication diverge from the original study, the implication might be that the 

corroboration of the TH is contingent upon a context-related AH (e.g., a peculiarity in the lab 

where the original study is conducted, or the “flair” of the researcher who conducts the 

study). That is, in case we obtain conflicting results between the original study and its close 

replications, the corroboration of the TH would at best be conditional on unreliable AHs—

which of course is not a very good state to be in. Therefore, reformulating or abandoning the 

TH altogether on the face of such results can be considered. 

 However, neither success nor failure in close replications provides sufficient evidence 

for reaching a verdict on the corroboration of a TH. Because, false findings might be 

perfectly replicable or a true effect might elude us due to unstable findings if our tests rest on 

unreliable AHs. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct further tests that connect close and 
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conceptual replications in a logically systematic way, which would allow the researchers to 

identify if or to what extent the corroboration of the TH is conditional on particular AHpre and 

AHout sets.   

As we said earlier, AHpre and AHout are actually sets comprising individual auxiliary 

assumptions. So, if either an element in the AHpre or the AHout set is changed while the 

elements in the other set are kept constant, we can track changes in the results to discern 

which set or element may be chiefly responsible for the difference. For example, a researcher 

can first keep the operationalization of the predictor variable the same (i.e., keeping AHpre1 

constant) while using various different outcome variables (i.e., varying AHout sets to 

AHout2→n). In the next step, a similar diversification procedure is applied to the variable that 

was kept constant in the previous step (i.e., varying AHpre sets to AHpre2→n), and this time the 

variable that was being varied in the previous step is kept constant (i.e., keeping AHout1 

constant). This procedure allows the researchers to isolate the effects of different AHs (i.e., 

different elements in AH sets), and to see if their TH is conditional on particular 

operationalizations (i.e., particular AHpre or AHout sets).  

It is important to note here that the systematic variation in AH sets is not envisioned to 

be a random process in SRF. The AH sets to be tested should be decided with a view to 

severely test the main hypothesis; that is, to examine the most plausible alternative 

explanations that arise in relation to individual AH elements. So, for example, if an auxiliary 

assumption associated with a particular manipulation is suspected to be chiefly responsible 

for the previous findings (e.g., using hand held watches instead of laser sensors in a priming 

experiment), then the variation should be targeted at that assumption. Examining alternative 

explanations associated with different AH sets would be a useful method for selecting the 

riskiest falsification test and thus it would potentially provide the strongest corroboration for 
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TH. A visual summary of SRF can be seen in Figure 2 and a decision guide explicating how 

to proceed in different research scenarios can be found in the supplementary materials.  

 

Fig. 2 Systematic Replications Framework 
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SRF reduces ambiguities implied by the DQT in original studies as well as in close 

and conceptual replications. Primarily, it allows for non-corroborative evidence to have 

differential implications for the components of the TH & AHs bundle. Thereby these 

components can receive blame not collectively but in terms of a weighted distribution. In 

cases where it is not possible to achieve this, it allows demarcating on which pairings from 

possible AHpre and AHout sets the truth-value of the TH is conditional. In all cases, the 

confounding effects deriving from the AHs can be relatively isolated. Lastly, SRF can enable 

that we approximate to an ideal test of a theoretical hypothesis within the methodological 

falsificationist paradigm by embedding alternative operationalizations and associated 

measurement approaches into a severe testing framework (see Mayo, 1997; 2018).  

What is different in SRF? 

The suggestion that tests should be logically interconnected might not appear entirely 

new to the reader. Sidman (1960), for example, uses the notion of systematic replication. The 

idea behind Sidman's systematic replication is that changing one particular research design 

element at a time (such as the sampling strategy) in successive studies can allow researchers 

to test the internal consistency and generalizability of their original findings. Lykken’s (1968) 

constructive replication is another example, where researchers replicate the original study 

with different operationalizations of the same constructs. By getting beyond the limitations of 

particular operationalizations, it is suggested that researchers will be able to test the 

hypothesis of “real interest;” that is, the hypothesis that links the theoretical constructs (hence 

the name “constructive” replication). There are other similar, more recent suggestions for 

designing meta-studies, where independent experimental variables are indiscriminately 

randomized (Baribault et al., 2018), or different operationalizations are introduced as random 

factors into studies (Yarkoni, 2019; see also Barr et al., 2013 on random effects). 
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Triangulation, another concept, also indicates the need for diversifying and connecting 

replications (Munafò & Smith, 2018). 

However, despite the superficial similarity, the underlying philosophy of science and 

relatedly the concrete objectives of these methods are very different from those of SRF. First, 

SRF differs from the methods that rely on randomization in regard to the role they assign to 

AHs in science. Operationalism, which largely constitutes the philosophical framework that 

randomization-based approaches operate in, purports that the meaning of a concept is 

exhausted by the empirical justification provided for the existence of its referent (Bridgman 

1927, p. 5). In other words, a concept consists in nothing but the set of operations used to 

empirically measure or manipulate its referent. Thus, the set of operations is not a sign, more 

particularly an index, of a theoretical entity or property that is conceptually represented in a 

construct—operations do not measure or manipulate anything beyond themselves. 

Randomization-based approaches remain faithful to the basic tenets of operationalism, but 

extend the definitions of concepts (i.e., operational definitions) to all possible 

operationalizations, arguably in order to address the surplus meaning problem (see Leahey, 

1980). They seem to assume that no particular operationalization can perfectly capture the 

underlying concept but they can do so collectively. This is because each individual 

operationalization introduces some random error. But it is obviously a practical impossibility 

to identify, let alone test every possible operationalization of a concept. How can one, then, 

empirically capture a scientific concept definitively? The solution offered to this problem by 

randomization-based approaches is to randomly select a sample of operationalizations from 

an imagined universe, in the hope that the errors associated with each operationalization 

would cancel each other out. This, in turn, would reveal the true nature of the links between 

concepts, freed from the confounding effects of different sets of operations. We can thus call 
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the philosophical framework offered (though rather implicitly) by randomization-based 

approaches neo-operationalist.  

This neo-operationalism, however, does not really address the problems of classical 

operationalism previously raised by numerous critics. Among these, a quite serious one is the 

inherent circularity of how concepts and their measurements are conceived in the 

operationalist framework –a true chicken and an egg situation (Bickhard, 2001). So, without 

first arriving at a definition of a concept that incorporates test-independent (i.e., non-

operational) qualities, it is impossible to decide when and how different measurements can be 

meaningfully grouped into a concept (Vessonen, 2020).  

The neo-operationalist thinking behind the randomization-based approaches has its 

unique problems as well. One of them is how to define the universe of all possible 

operationalizations of a concept (classical operationalism limits the meaning of a concept to 

established operations), which is actually a problem more intractable than it first appears to 

be. For example, it might not be ideal to include a measure that is known for its poor 

psychometric qualities in that universe just because of its connection to the concept (Köhler 

& Cortina, 2021). Or we can always (and often do) imagine that future researchers will come 

up with a much better, previously unthought of measure of a concept that would clearly win 

out over its existing alternatives (you may think of Popper’s black swan in terms of 

measurement). Therefore, the sampling at any given time might not be sufficiently random (it 

might be biased towards white swans/hypothesis-confirming measures) and thus we can 

never be sure whether the results obtained via existing operations reflect the true underlying 

relationship between the concepts. It is particularly problematic to cluster good and bad 

operationalizations together, thinking that the associated errors are always normally 

distributed and will cancel each other out if random selection is applied. Furthermore, 

randomization-based approaches can be said to adhere to a kind of thinking that share 
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peculiarly many features with enumerative induction. As in enumerative induction, the 

number of confirming instances will be interpreted as the magnitude of supporting evidence 

for the conclusions reached. Still more problematically, mistakenly believing in the 

possibility of defining a universe of operationalizations and in the effectiveness of randomly 

selecting a set of operationalizations in eliminating the error associated with them, these 

approaches might lead researchers to a false sense of certainty regarding the “true nature” of 

the relationships between concepts. In this sense, these approaches seem to prescribe a 

practice of enumerative induction on steroids, so Popper’s logical criticisms of 

verificationism (2002b, p. 1-7; 133-208) apply even more strongly here.  

SRF, following largely the sophisticated methodological falsificationism of Lakatos 

(1978), has a very different idea about the role we should assign to AHs in science. According 

to this view, theoretical statements lend themselves to empirical tests only with the help of 

AHs, because they connect core theoretical concepts and relationships to observations. As 

auxiliary assumptions, operationalizations do not substitute or collectively exhaust theoretical 

concepts and relationships. AHs can also function as a protective belt that saves the core 

theory by taking the burden of falsification on themselves. The prevalence of one of these 

two different roles which AHs can play (i.e., increasing testability vs. deflecting falsification) 

can help us identify respectively whether modifications to theories vis-à-vis accumulating 

evidence are of a progressive or degenerative character. In progressive research programmes 

(consisting of successive versions of a theory), AHs predominantly increase empirical content 

by enabling novel observations and hence generating more potential falsifiers for the core 

theory, while in degenerative research programmes they often serve a content-decreasing 

function by putting forward ad hoc alternative explanations that do not suggest any novel 

empirical discoveries or questions. Researchers may avoid falsification of the TH, on pain of 

giving their research programme a degenerative character, by continuously refining its terms 
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according to whether particular AHs yield corroborative or non-corroborative results (for 

instance by delimiting the boundary conditions of the TH to a pair of operationalizations that 

work). In this regard, SRF is also a method for identifying if and to what extent a research 

programme can be deemed progressive, by tracking how the researchers respond to non-

corroborative results (see the supplementary materials for a more detailed exposition). If (or 

to the extent that) the corroboration of TH is made increasingly dependent on certain 

operationalizations, then the set of AHs that comprises these operationalizations can be said 

to play a falsification-deflecting role. In this respect, SRF facilitates an objective assessment 

of Lakatosian progressiveness of a research programme.  

In SRF the systematic variation of design elements is not a bottom-up and random 

procedure, but rather is organized with a view to examine the most plausible alternative 

explanations associated with different AHs. In this sense, what we understand from 

replication is quite akin to “constructive replication” of Köhler and Cortina (2019), where the 

succeeding replications are conducted with the objective of improving the 

measures/operationalizations. However, because of the reasons we explained before, it is 

usually not possible to justify the superiority of one measure over other in social sciences. 

Under these conditions, the best we can do is to map out on which particular AHs the main 

hypothesis is conditional. By providing a way to accomplish this, SRF increases the 

transparency of how AHs influence “(non-)corroborating evidence,” and allows us to evaluate 

post hoc modifications to theoretical claims vis-à-vis evidence. This in turn can potentially 

foster progressive theory development and the discovery of novel effects by revealing the 

weak spots of theories. 

Consequently, SRF can be said to have certain theoretical and practical advantages 

over other systematic replication approaches. The main difference lies in the philosophical 

commitments. Randomization-based approaches seem to follow a neo-operationalist and 
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inductivist philosophy of science, while SRF rests on (sophisticated) methodological 

falsificationism. The objective of hypothesis testing in randomization-based approaches is to 

collect confirming evidence (“hyper-powered” through randomization), and to inductively 

verify generalizability of findings as such, while in SRF the aim is to severely test hypotheses 

by examining the most plausible alternative explanations associated with AH sets (for the 

distinction, see Mook, 1983).  In terms of interpretation, confirming results in randomization-

based approaches might lead researchers to mistakenly believe that their TH reflects the true 

nature of the relationship between the concepts, despite it is logically invalid to draw such an 

inductive conclusion no matter how big your sample of operationalizations is (see Popper, 

2002b). However, in SRF confirmatory results are interpreted only as further corroboration, 

and the door is never closed for possible alternative explanations and discovery of systematic 

errors due to particular AHs. Non-confirmatory results are also very hard to interpret in 

randomization-based approaches, as it is impossible to know the sample characteristics of a 

given set of randomly chosen operationalizations without having a justifiable opinion about 

the universe from which they are selected. Whereas in SRF, being a falsificationist method 

that aims to disentangle AH dependencies, non-confirmatory results are much more 

informative. Lastly, SRF shares the advantages of falsificationist frameworks: It is always 

more practical to try to find a falsifying instance then collecting verifying examples, even if 

collecting all the verifying examples is not deemed necessary because of randomization. 

Unlike some randomization-based approaches, SRF also does not require conducting mega 

studies and allows hypothesis testing to be realized in a step-by-step fashion, which also 

provides flexibility. 

That being said, we do not completely reject that random sampling of 

operationalizations might have a use. The famous distinction of Reichenbach (1938, p. 7) 

between the context of justification and the context of discovery is to the purpose here. The 
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present falsificationist criticism of the inductivist tendencies in neo-operationalist, 

randomization-based approaches only applies if these methods are implemented in the 

justification context, thus in confirmatory studies. Hypothesis generation is not bound by the 

strict logical validity criteria of hypothesis testing. In the context of discovery, hyper-

powered exploration via random selection of operationalizations can be considered perfectly 

kosher. However, the context of justification necessitates logically valid inferences, which is 

exactly what SRF aims to facilitate.   

Adversarial collaboration  

SRF will find a particularly significant and effective application in the case of 

contested theoretical claims and questions, especially if it is employed as a framework for 

hypothesis testing through adversarial collaboration. Contested questions such as the ones we 

mentioned in the beginning are extremely difficult to definitively answer in the present 

context, because the scientific community lacks clear criteria for falsifying points of view and 

disagrees on key methodological issues—a situation which comes close to what Tetlock 

described as an "epistemic hell" (2006). The idea of adversarial collaboration has been 

articulated a few times in the recent past (Tetlock, 2006; Mellers, Hertwig, & Kahneman, 

2001) to organize empirical testing of such contested questions. However, it did not find 

realization except for a couple of cases (e.g., Bateman et al., 2005; Doherty et al., 2019; 

Matzke et al., 2015). And even when it did, the studies conducted as adversarial 

collaborations have been isolated tests, so they were plagued with the same 

underdetermination problem we discussed throughout. Adversarial collaborations are for 

resolving disputes, but this very problem renders it hard to reach a rational consensus on what 

the results mean when they are undertaken for conducting isolated tests and particularly if 

they produce mixed results (e.g., Doherty et al., 2019). Since SRF is an effective tool in 

addressing the problem of underdetermination, it can bring adversarial collaboration closer to 
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what it should be, namely a method to find solutions to contentious theoretical issues. SRF 

can better facilitate adversarial collaboration in hypothesis-testing also because in such a 

framework the parties do not need to agree on particular measures in order to collaborate: 

They can at least agree on conditionals and thus reach consensus in the appraisal of the 

outcomes of the whole scheme.    

Practical Implications 

As it stands, SRF can be said to have practical implications for three broad domains of 

scientific inquiry, namely 1) Replication studies via coordinating close and conceptual 

replications into a more coherent, informative and critical body of investigations, 2) 

Hypothesis testing via providing a severe testing framework for self-replication attempts, and 

3) Literature reviews via offering an alternative structure of clustering the existing findings in 

terms of the AH sets that generate them.  

We already examined how SRF can help us in disentangling AH and TH driven effects 

in a systematic series of close and conceptual replications under different research scenarios 

(see also the supplementary material), and how this replication effort might be most fruitfully 

realized through adversarial collaboration. Now we discuss how a similar systematic 

approach can be implemented in organizing self-replication attempts and also in straightening 

up an existing body of findings into a meaningful network of relationships in a systematic 

literature review. 

 Replicating an initial finding before publication (i.e., self-replication) has long been 

considered among the best practice (Cesario, 2014; Roedinger III, 2012). Nevertheless, the 

DQT-related problems (which render the results of isolated close/conceptual replications 

nothing but tentative) are also relevant for self-replication efforts. Since the problem of 

underdetermination equally applies to self-replication studies, organizing them into a 
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logically connected set of replications that systematically vary sets of AHpre and AHout can 

mitigate the resulting ambiguity here as well.  

 A self-replication attempt planned in compliance with the requirements of SRF 

follows a similar procedure as we described for other replication studies. So, also herein an 

initial hypothesis testing should be re-examined with a close replication. Then, the hypothesis 

should be further investigated by conceptual replications that systematically vary the AHs. 

The main idea again is to link close replications to conceptual replications in a well-ordered 

way to partly circumvent the underdetermination problem; that is, to become able to 

determine if the inconsistent results are driven by one or more of the AHs or by the TH (thus 

suggest that we modify or abandon the TH).  

We also recommend pre-registering the whole SRF plan before the data collection. At 

present, the common practice is to pre-register only a single study (or a single set of studies) 

where the operationalization of variables (and hence the AHs) are kept constant. This 

conventional practice of pre-registering only a single set of operationalizations might pave 

the way for a setting that condones conducting multiple studies and selectively reporting the 

studies that corroborated the TH. Pre-registering SRF in the context of self-replication can 

decrease the researcher degrees of freedom (see Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011). 

Realistically it would be a tentative plan, but it would still inform both the research team and 

their audience about the initial expectations. And since SRF-compatible pre-registrations can 

offer broader protection against researcher degrees of freedom, a separate badge (that is 

similar to the ones awarded for pre-registration or open data/code) can be bestowed on 

studies that satisfy the criteria. That being said, it is important to note here that self-

replications never quell the need for independent replications, as whether the experimenter’s 

bias (Rosenthal & Fode, 1963) influences the results is an AH that needs almost always to be 

taken seriously.  
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 Another potential practical implication of SRF lies in using the same strategy of 

logically connecting different AH bundles in conducting and interpreting systematic literature 

reviews (particularly when the previous findings are mixed). Such a strategy can help 

researchers distinguish the effects that seem to be driven by certain AHs from the ones in 

which the TH is more robust to such influences. To put it differently, in a contested literature 

there are already numerous conceptual replications that have been conducted, and at least 

some of these replications rely on the same AHs in their operationalizations. Therefore, to the 

extent that they have overlaps in their AHs, their results can be organized in such a way that 

resembles a pattern of results that can be obtained with a novel research project planned 

according to SRF. The term “systematic” in systematic literature review already indicates that 

the scientific question to be investigated (i.e., the subject-matter, the problem or hypothesis), 

the data collection strategy (e.g., databases to be searched, inclusion criteria) as well as the 

method that will be used in analyzing the data (e.g., statistical tests or qualitative analyses) 

are standardized. However, for various reasons (e.g., to limit the inquiry to those studies that 

use a particular method), not every systematic literature review is conducive to figuring out 

whether the TH is conditional on particular AH sets. An SRF-inspired strategy of tabulating 

the results in a systematic literature review will also help researchers in appraising the 

conceptual networks of theoretical claims, theoretically relevant auxiliary assumptions and 

measurements. Thus, it can eventually help in appraising the verisimilitude of the TH by 

revealing how it is conditional on certain AHs, and can lead to the reformulation or 

refinement of the TH as well as guide and constrain subsequent modifications to it.  

Coda 

In this paper, we have suggested, firstly, a methodological procedure that will 

considerably bolster the social and behavioral sciences’ ability to address the problem of 

empirical underdetermination. While theories are always underdetermined by empirical 
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evidence, we argued that in the context of hypothesis testing it can be possible to reduce 

certain researcher degrees of freedom with respect to auxiliary hypotheses and thus to 

facilitate decision making. Achieving this requires, first and foremost, that researchers pay 

substantially more attention to the auxiliary hypotheses they assume to be true in designing 

empirical tests. Moreover, it requires that they acknowledge that individual tests cannot 

investigate the epistemic worth of single scientific hypotheses, let alone of theories.  

 On a more general note, opting for a series of systematically interconnected tests 

instead of single studies in deciding the fate of scientific theories implies a more critical 

process of scientific inquiry, which would also require increased scientific collaboration and 

collective testing and appraisal of scientific theories. Clearly, the methodological decision 

between more rigorous tests and quicker decisions on the empirical worth of theories is 

bound to be a collective one, which reflects our collective take on scientific priorities. We 

can generally speak of two central missions of scientific inquiry; namely, extending the 

established body of knowledge to include novel phenomena (i.e. science's exploratory 

mission) and to weed out false theories via testing, replication, crucial experiments and the 

like (i.e. science's critical mission).2 Depending on the state of a particular discipline or 

research programme, one or the other of these two missions might be more accentuated. 

While in expansionist periods accumulation of novel hypotheses is prioritized over severe 

tests, replications of earlier studies or critical assessment of literature, during moments of 

crisis the need for disciplinary self-reflection might overcome that for novelty and growth. 

The decade-long discussion on a replicability and confidence crisis in several disciplines of 

social, behavioral and life sciences (e.g., Camerer et al., 2018; OSC, 2015; Ioannidis, 2005) 

has identified the prioritization of the exploratory over the critical mission as one of the key 

causes, and led to proposals for slowing science down (Stengers, 2018), applying more 

 
2 A similar distinction is made in Longino (1990). 
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caution in giving policy advice (Ijzerman et al., 2020), and inaugurating a credibility 

revolution (Vazire, 2020). All potential contributions of SRF will be part of a strategy to 

prioritize science's critical mission on the way towards more credible research in social, 

behavioral, and life sciences. This would imply that the scientific community focuses less on 

producing huge numbers of novel hypotheses with little corroboration and more on having a 

lesser number of severely tested theoretical claims. Successful implementation of SRF also 

requires openness and transparency regarding both positive and negative results of original 

and replication studies (Nosek et al., 2015) and demands increased research collaboration 

(Landy et al., 2020). Ideally, this would also take the form of adversarial collaboration. 
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